BACKGROUND TO
ECONOMIC EVENTS
This section is divided into tour parts Part I gives u brief description of the most impoi fcant p oblem
of economic policy Part II is concerned with a more detailed survey of the British economy and the
way m which it operates In the course of tins survey the specialised terms used by economists are
p plained and the attempt is made to present an intelligible summary of the information facts and
figures relevan* to an understanding of economic events There ire five mam sub sections Inter
national Trade and Payments Production Employment and Industry Incomes Wages and Prices
Money Banking and Finance and Economic .Aspects of the Public Services Part III outlines the
iniia economic problems faced by the underdeveloped countries and the economic policies of Britain
and other developed countries towards the underdeveloped world Some suggestions for iurther read
ing are given at the end of Parts II and III Pait IV is written as shortly before publication as
possible and contains i survey of developments in the British economy since 1060
I     CENTRAL PROBLEMS OF ECONOMIC POLICY
Unemployment
Between the war& unemployment was Britain s
most urgent economic problem The level of un
employment varied with the ups and downs of the
trade cycle Quite the worst slump was that of
the early 1930S m 1932 nearly 3 million workers
were without a job But unemployment re
mamed high even in the best years and m no year
between 1919 and 1039 were there fewer than a
million workers unemployed Economists make
a distinction between structural unemployment
and cyclical unemployment Structural unem
pjoyment appears when the structure of industry
gets out of line with the pattern of demand for
mdustriil products In Britain unemployment
was pirticulaily severe and persistent in areas
which were dependent on the coal textile and
shipbtulding industries and some sections of the
engineering industry These industries had been
in the forefront of Britain s industrial growth In
the 19th cent and had contributed greatly to
the expansion of exports In areas lite South
Wiles Tyueside Clydeside and Northern Ireland
there was little alternative work for those no
longer needed m the staple industries aew
industries were being built up in the inter war
period but they tended to be located in the
relatively prosperous Midlands and South Bast
England Cyclical unemployment appears when
there is a general decline In the level of demand for
goods and services which leads to a decline in the
employment of workers producing those goods and
services, In the slomp years unemployment was
•30 high because of a combination of structural and
cyclical unemployment ra the beat years un
employment was largely structural
Unemployment means waste Men willing to
work who could produce valuable goods and
services are idle the economy produces fewer
goods and services than it is capable of producing
Unemployment also means hardship and low
standards of living for those out ot work and for
their families
The avoidance of mass unemployment has been
accepted as a primary objective of economic
policy by all political parties and there is a wide
measure of agreement on the policies which must
be applied to ensure that unemployment on the
scale of the 1930s never occurs again Cyclical
unemployment has to be tackled by measures to
increase total demand and total spending by con
turners by investors and by the Government
Structural unemployment has to be tackled by
inducing new industries to move into areas where
other employment is declining or by inducing
labour to move from those areas to areas where
there is a demand for its services
There have been ups and downs m unemploy
meat in the post war years but these have been
very slight compared to those of the pre war
years In most post-war years less than 2 per
cent of the working population was unemployed
—a sharp contrast with the 11 per cent for 1937
and the 22 per cent for 1932 But there are still
 areas of the countiy where structural unemploy
mentis serious In Northern Ireland for example
despite the efforts which have been made to
attract new industries unemployment ranged be
tween 6 and 10 per cent in the last decade
Inflation
A charactenstic of the British economy m post
war vears has been a persistent rise in puces and
money incomes For example between 1959 and
1969 retail prices went up by about 41 per cent
or—expressed as an annual rate—by 3 5 per cent
per annum export prices rose by 30 per cent (or
2 7 per cent per annum) and weekiy wage rites
by about 52 per cent (4 3 per cent per annum)
However these rates of increase were somewhat
slower than the corresponding rates m the imme
diately post war decade This inflation of prices
and money incomes is considered undesirable for
two main reasons Fiistly it is associated with
an arbitrary redistribution of purchasing power
Prices rise for everyone but some members of
the commmuty are better placed than others to
secure increases in their money incomes which
offset or more than offset the rise in the price
of the goods and services they buy The feeling
that particular groups are falling behind in that
their money incomes have not risen as fast as those
of other groups is a source of much unrest and
discontent Secondly and crucially for the
British economy an inflation of prices makes it
moie difficult to achieve a satisfactory balance of
payments Aspricesofourexportsnse it becomes
harder to &ell them in foreign markets and as
imports become cheap in comparison with goods
produced at home there is a tendency to buy more
of them
Two main explanations have been advanced to
account for the inflation which has occurred The
first stresses the role of an excess of demand or
spending power in the economy—of too much
money chasing too few goods and so leading to a
rise in prices The inflationary problem is seen
as the obverse of the cyclical unemployment
problem the latter involves a deficiency of
spending and the former an excess Those who
consider an excess of demand (demand wH) to be
an important factor in the inflationary situation
favour policies designed to reduce purchismg
power for example the reduction of spendable
income by levying higher taxes, or the reduction
of spending financed through borr owing by making
credit more expensive or more difficult to get
The second stresses the role of an excessive In
crease m incomes it is argued that prices have
risen mainly because costs have increased faster
than productivity (cosi-jmsft) Those who take
this view favour measures to restrain or control
increases in wages profits rents and other forms
of income Neither explanation excludes the
other Many would agree that both demand
pull and cost push factors have contributed—with
different strengths at different times—to the in

